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absolutely Completely and without qualification; used informally as intensifiers.
She trusted him absolutely.

aspirant An ambitious and aspiring young person.
An aspirant to the throne.

aspiring
Directing one’s hopes or ambitions towards becoming a specified type of
person.
An aspiring artist.

believable (of a fictional character or situation) convincing or realistic.
She felt that Dawn s story was not quite believable.

bullish
Characterized by rising share prices.
He has campaigned courageously despite difficulties that would have stopped
many more bullish men.

capable Having the requisite qualities for.
Children as young as 14 can be extremely capable and dependable.

comer A person who arrives somewhere.
Feeding every comer is still a sacred duty.

credible Capable of persuading people that something will happen or be successful.
Few people found his story credible.

expect Consider obligatory request and expect.
Celia was expecting a visitor.

expectant
Used to describe a pregnant woman or a man who is about to become a
father.
An expectant hush.

expectation A strong belief that something will happen or be the case.
Reality had not lived up to expectations.

feasibly
In a way that possible or practical to do or achieve.
I ve learned a huge amount about what I could feasibly achieve in my next
race.
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future
Bulk commodities bought or sold at an agreed price for delivery at a specified
future date.
Nobody can predict the future.

gravid Full of meaning or a specified quality.
The scene is gravid with unease.

hopeful Feeling or inspiring optimism about a future event.
A hopeful new singer on Broadway.

important Important in effect or meaning.
The important questions of the day.

likely Likely but not certain to be or become true or real.
She is likely to forget.

maybe By chance.
He was standing maybe 20 or 30 feet away.

optimistic (of an estimate) unrealistically high.
In an optimistic mood.

positive A positive photographic image especially one printed from a negative.
Protons are positive.

possibility Unspecified qualities of a promising nature; potential.
Relegation remains a distinct possibility.

possible The highest possible score especially in a shooting competition.
Politics is the art of the possible.

prediction The action of predicting something.
The prediction of future behaviour.

pregnant Rich in significance or implication.
A silence pregnant with suspense.

probably With considerable certainty; without much doubt.
She would probably never see him again.

prospect A prediction of the course of a disease.
Prospect a job.

realistically In a way that is accurate and true to life.
This film realistically simulates the effects that a nuclear war could have.

sanguine Blood-red.
He is sanguine about prospects for the global economy.

talented Endowed with talent or talents.
A talented young musician.

viable Capable of being done with means at hand and circumstances as they are.
The largest and most viable population of this endangered vetch.
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